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Hunter dwelling approvals help NSW remain #1
The strength of new home building in the Hunter has again assisted New South Wales stay
ahead of Victoria as the number one state for residential building, reported the Housing
Industry Association, the voice of Australia’s residential building industry.
After teetering in and out of recessionary trading conditions throughout much of the 2000s, the
last few years have seen a marked change in fortunes and NSW has ranked as the top
performing state for residential building for three consecutive years.
The HIA Housing Scorecard report presents analysis which ranks each of the eight states and
territories based on the performance of twelve key residential building indicators.
“Following nationwide growth in new dwelling approvals during September 2017, the Hunter
has again shown residential building approvals were buoyant in the year to October 2017, with
an increase of 3 per cent,” explained Craig Jennion, HIA Hunter Executive Director.
“Over the twelve months to October 2017 a total of 4,476 approvals have been issued for new
dwellings across the Hunter, compared to a comparable 4,183 for the year to October 2016.”
“During this period detached housing approvals, the largest element of the local market,
increased by 2 per cent, while multi-unit approvals increased by 16 per cent”.
In the year to October 2017, the largest increase in new dwelling approvals occurred in
Singleton (+173 per cent) followed by Dungog (+79 per cent) and Gloucester (+58 per cent).
“Whilst there is significant variation in conditions across the Hunter, the most positive news has
been the strong overall performance of the sector in the past three months”, Mr Jennion said.
“During this time the Hunter saw strong increases in approvals in both the detached homes
and multi-unit side of the sector compared to a year earlier, up 3 per cent and 24 per cent
respectively”.
“This high approvals pipeline, combined with very low lending rates and strong business and
consumer confidence should ensure that into the New Year the residential construction sector
continues to remain buoyant,” Mr Jennion concluded.
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Market Momentum*

*A decline in a state score of more than fiv e is considered to be indicativ e of declining momentum, an increase of more than fiv e is considered positiv e momentum and any positiv e or negativ e
mov ement of less than fiv e is considered neutral.

The HIA Housing Scorecard benchmarks the contemporary performance of twelve key
indicators of activity in residential building against long term averages in each state and
territory. This analysis is aggregated in a scoring system to generate a league table ranking
the relative strength/weakness of residential building conditions in each jurisdiction.

For further information contact:
Craig Jennion, HIA Executive Director - Hunter on 0414 872 090 or c.jennion@hia.com.au.
For social media commentary from Craig Jennion:
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